
PRESENTATION 

DRAWINGS



The Purpose of a 

presentation drawing is 

to show the finished 

structure.

Drafted

Rendered

Photo



Presentation drawings 

is a form of showing 

various parts of the 

building in a more 

meaningful way than 

construction drawings 

to someone who is not 

familiar with reading 

construction drawings.



Many times Presentation drawings are used to 

“sell” the idea to a client, an owner, city, 

approval board, etc. Therefore, they are 

generally rendered to enhance their 

appearance. Today, when marketing your 

property, investors want to see a clear layout 

of the finished product. Rendered drawings 

help prospective buyers get an idea of the 

project before purchasing.











Presentation drawings require a degree of realism 

which may be accomplished through rendering. 

Shades, shadows & textures provide more realism 

than just clear sharp lines. For this reason, 

presentation drawings are usually rendered using 

one or more of the common techniques.

*Computer (Photoshop, Viz, etc…)

•Pencil

•Ink

•Colored Pencils

•Markers

•Water Color

•Air Brush

•Combination of Techniques

•Many techniques now done in the computer, mimic 

techniques once done by hand.



Pencil Rendering

•Easy

•No special materials needed

•Hard to keep drawing clean.



Ink Rendering

•Lines are sharp and can put fine detail



Colored pencils Rendering

•Drawings can be simple or in-depth



Marker Rendering

•Distinct strong 

Colors

•Great for site plans



Water Color Rendering

•Vivid Colors

•One of the 

most effective 

forms

•Lots of 

practice and 

patience



Air Brush Rendering

•Usually done by 

professional 

illustrators

•An air nozzle 

sprays ink on 

the paper



Computer Rendering

•Most popular

•Fast turn around 

and easy to alter



Mixed Media Rendering

http://thearchitectstake.com/wpb/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/KOHLER_RENDER1.jpg
http://thearchitectstake.com/wpb/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/KOHLER_RENDER1.jpg


Entourage’



Entourage’

•Entourage’ is the surroundings such as trees, 

shrubs, cars, people, and terrain.

•These features add to the realism of the drawing & 

show an architectural structure in it’s proper 

setting.

•For those who feel inadequate in drawing these 

features, there are “stamps”, and templates available.



Look at the entourage in the presentation renderings.

http://www.2dplan.com/2dfurniture.html
http://www.2dplan.com/2dfurniture.html
http://www.2dplan.com/treesandshrubs.html
http://www.2dplan.com/treesandshrubs.html
http://www.howardmodels.com/computer-illustrations-07/Rush-Gym/Rush-Gym-Xlg.jpg
http://www.howardmodels.com/computer-illustrations-07/Rush-Gym/Rush-Gym-Xlg.jpg


Types of Presentation Plans

Several types of 

presentation drawings are 

used to represent a 

structure.

*Exterior & Interior 

perspectives

*Rendered elevations

*Presentation Plot Plans

*Floor Plans

*Sections

Are typically prepared to 

help “sell” the plan to the 

prospective client. These 

drawings are designed to 

present the design to a 

layperson who may not 

understand construction 

documents.



Exterior Perspectives

•Present the 

structure as 

accurately as 

possible, 

distortion, if 

permitted, could 

misrepresent the 

appearance and 

create a false 

impression.



Interior Perspectives

•Shows what the interior of the space looks like.

•Especially important for “key” areas of the building.



Rendered Elevations

•Orthographic-type 

drawing which shows 

no depth. 

•The addition of 

materials, trees, and 

other surrounding 

features can help 

transform an 

elevation into an 

effective presentation

•Frequently used 

because it is quick and 

usually quite 

satisfactory.

http://www.panzercad.com/services_images/elevations/elevation_1.JPG
http://www.panzercad.com/services_images/elevations/elevation_1.JPG


Presentation Plot Plans

•Used to 

show site & 

structure 

relationship

•A “Bird’s 

eye” view of 

the layout

•Many styles 

used



Presentation Floor Plans

•Used to emphasize 

features such as 

furniture, flooring, 

& conveniences.

•Color can be used 

to call attention to 

some areas or used 

on the entire floor 

plan.

•The specific use 

intended for the 

drawing should be 

evident by the 

presentation 

technique used.

http://www.pdsdesign.com.au/architectural_visualisation_port.html
http://www.pdsdesign.com.au/architectural_visualisation_port.html


Rendered Sections

•A section can help 

emphasize the 

various levels & 

communicate the 

internal layout of 

the house.

•Allows a person 

to view the inside 

of the house.



EXAMPLES…



EXAMPLES…



EXAMPLES…



EXAMPLES…



EXAMPLES…



http://www.bellevueresidence.ro/en/index.htm

http://thearchitectstake.com/interviews/zackde

vito-architecture-designers-master-builders-

part-1/

http://www.geometrikstudio.com/index.php


